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ABSTRACT: Interactions between the scale of dispersal and the disturbance regime can lead to radical shifts in the ability of organisms to colonize patches and persist within a landscape. We varied the
spatial and temporal rates of disturbance and the connectivity between patches in a model of a patch
landscape to illustrate thresholds of community persistence for a marine benthic community. We used
model parameters representative of a New Zealand marine biogenic-structured community for which
recovery after the cessation of disturbance has been observed within ~15 yr. Model results suggest
functional extinction of these biogenic communities under many disturbance regimes, and homogenization of the landscape to a community dominated by opportunistic species. Dispersal limitation
increases in importance for recovery as the disturbance regime strengthens, indicating thresholds in
the tolerable disturbance regime based on the dispersal potential of the dominant biogenic species.
Limited sensitivity of our model results to different functional forms of the recovery trajectory and colonization neighborhood suggest that these results can be extrapolated to other biogenic structuredominated communities with recovery rates of a similar order of magnitude. Our results demonstrate
that the scale of the disturbance regime and dispersal processes are fundamentally coupled, and
knowing the scales of both processes is imperative when predicting change in the structure and
diversity of benthic communities threatened by cumulative change.
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INTRODUCTION
All marine benthic communities consist of mosaics of
patches with different histories of disturbance, colonization, and succession (Johnson 1970, Pearson &
Rosenberg 1978, Rhoads et al. 1978, Paine & Levin
1981, Pickett & White 1985, Hall 1994, Zajac 2008). In
these communities, dispersal between patches will
influence recovery and landscape-scale responses to
changes in the disturbance regime (Palmer et al. 1996,
Whitlatch et al. 1998, Thrush & Whitlatch 2001, Pascual & Guichard 2005). It is clear that marine landscapes are highly diverse, with high spatial variability,
and abundant biogenic structures produced by both
epifauna and infauna (Ellingsen et al. 2007). Even on

the vast continental shelf and slope, small-scale heterogeneity is extensive and there is no evidence for
panmixia (Levin et al. 2001, Levin & Dayton 2009).
Given the lack of general information on marine ecological dynamics as compared to terrestrial systems,
the question arises as to whether we can use limited
natural history information to populate landscape
models to assist in ecosystem-based management of
marine landscapes (Thrush & Whitlatch 2001, Jennings
et al. 2005, Kaiser et al. 2006).
Both natural and anthropogenic disturbances have
the potential to result in habitat fragmentation and
long-term degradative change in marine systems
(Paine & Levin 1981). Natural disturbances to the seafloor range from large and relatively infrequent events,
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e.g. large storms and hurricanes (Connell 1978) to
small, frequent disturbances, e.g. ray foraging pits and
wave disturbances (Sousa 1984, Thrush et al. 1991). In
contrast, anthropogenic disturbances by benthic fishing gear, eutrophication, and sedimentation are often
widespread and frequent relative to natural disturbances in the marine environment (Turner et al. 1999,
Thrush & Dayton 2002). Examples include estimates of
as much as 20% of the New Zealand continental shelf
trawled each year (Cryer et al. 2002) and the entire
shelf off northern California trawled between 1.5 and 3
times per year (Friedlander et al. 1999). The general
pattern, repeated across broad spatial scales, is that
high rates of disturbance reduce the abundance of
structure-forming species, resulting in homogeneous,
simple, low diversity communities, and the loss of large
and long-lived sedentary species that have disproportionately high contributions to ecosystem function
(Dayton et al. 1995, Scheffer et al. 2001, Thrush et al.
2001, Thrush & Dayton 2002).
Our understanding of resilience to disturbance in
marine systems is limited (Thrush et al. 2009). Here we
define resilience following Suding & Hobbs (2009) as
the amount of disturbance a system can endure while
retaining the same ecological structure, function and

feedbacks. After disturbance results in the clearing of a
patch in a marine system, it is often unsuitable for
immediate colonization by the dominant structureforming species (Wilcox et al. 2006, Zajac 2008). For
example, marine structure-forming species in soft sediments such as corals, sponges, oysters, and bryozoans
may require hard substrate such as shells for colonization (Hewitt et al. 2005). While the exact nature and
prevalence of successional processes is still debated
(Zajac 2001, Menge et al. 2005), time to recovery has
both an element of life history of the dominant species,
in terms of how long it takes to reach maturity and the
organism’s dispersal ability, and elements of community interactions such as competition and facilitation.
Though the particular species and interactions vary
between marine communities, increases in complexity
of habitat structure (both infaunal and epifaunal), biogeochemical processes, and species interactions with
time from disturbance are common to most marine systems (Pearson & Rosenberg 1978, Rhoads et al. 1978,
Hall 1994, Newell et al. 1998, Zajac 2001), particularly
in soft sediments. These similarities suggest that a conceptual model of a generalized recovery trajectory can
advance our understanding of the role of disturbance
on marine community dynamics (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Schematic of mosaic of biogenic habitat patches undergoing disturbance and recovery
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The likely time to recovery of impacted areas is also
related to the magnitude of changes to the landscape
(Rhoads et al. 1978, Thrush et al. 2008), such that
recovery to a mature community becomes less likely as
the disturbance size and frequency increase, reducing
the abundance and proximity of potential colonists.
Patches may also exhibit variability in their ability to
serve as sources and sinks for colonization due to
transport processes interacting with landscape features that modify the likelihood of successful colonization (Dias 1996, Pulliam 1996, Lundquist et al. 2004).
Unfortunately, dispersal and colonization processes
are one of the most poorly known aspects of marine
ecosystems (Cowen & Sponaugle 2009). The extent
to which patch colonization is by local, regional, or
global dispersers has large implications for community
dynamics and resilience to disturbance (Palmer et al.
1996). While some species do have long-lived larvae
and global dispersal potential, short-dispersing fauna
and flora are also common, particularly in soft-sediment
ecosystems (Grantham et al. 2003). In fact, reviews of
larval dispersal suggest that sessile structural species
such as sponges and corals generally have the lowest
dispersal potential (Kinlan & Gaines 2003).
To better manage marine systems, we must understand how the scale of connectivity and the temporal
and spatial scales of disturbance (and resulting landscape fragmentation) interact as a framework for predicting the implications of more complex variability in
colonization potential. Here we create a model to
develop a general framework for disturbance and
recovery dynamics in marine landscapes. We parameterize our model to represent the complex mosaic of
biogenic habitat types typically found in marine benthic ecosystems, using rates from a well-observed
system (Cranfield et al. 2003, Cranfield et al. 2004). A
previous model of marine benthic landscapes, conceptually adapted from a successional model of forest disturbance (Turner et al. 1993), suggested temporal and
spatial rates of disturbance at which benthic communities could persist, assuming no restrictions on colonist
dispersal (Thrush et al. 2005). Our objective is to determine how incorporating restricted colonist dispersal
decreases the range of spatial and temporal rates of
disturbance under which benthic communities can
persist. In effect, we demonstrate how the disturbance
regime and dispersal processes interact to determine
when complex mosaics of communities tip into states
characterized by simple, homogeneous landscapes.

METHODS
Our spatially explicit patch dynamic model was created to illustrate the interaction of the disturbance
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regime and colonization processes in regulating community dynamics and landscape structure in marine
benthic systems. Here, we consider a marine benthic
community dominated in terms of habitat structure by
relatively long-lived species that would typify bryozoan reefs, sponge gardens, bivalve beds, or other
important biogenic features that have become increasing rare with increases in anthropogenic disturbance
(Rothschild et al. 1994, Cranfield et al. 1999, Thrush &
Dayton 2002, Thrush et al. 2005). The landscape is
modelled as a mosaic of habitat patches at varying
ages from newly disturbed to mature structured habitat and thus represents a common perspective on
benthic soft-sediment communities (Zajac 2008). We
examine how the percent cover of mature biogenic
habitat responds to varying spatial and temporal rates
of disturbance and resulting levels of fragmentation
(e.g. large solitary disturbances versus multiple
smaller disturbances) within the landscape. We relate
the percent cover of mature biogenic habitat to both
thresholds in habitat dominance (disturbance combinations that result in percent cover by mature biogenic
habitat of > 50% of the total landscape), and thresholds
of functional extinction (disturbance combinations that
result in percent cover by mature biogenic habitat of
<10% of the total landscape). We further define persistence thresholds as those disturbance rates below
which mature biogenic habitat is not retained in the
model landscape. Rates of recovery after fishing disturbance have varied with distance from and size of
neighboring patches (Cranfield et al. 2003, 2004) suggesting that local dispersal between patches is important in determining patch recovery. Spatially-explicit
dispersal is incorporated into the model by varying the
size of the local neighborhood around disturbed cells
from which colonists could be sourced.
We first describe our standard model structure and
the parameters used to define disturbance and recovery processes based on a New Zealand marine benthic
community dominated by biogenic structure-forming
species. This standard model simulates landscapes
with unrestricted colonization, and assumes no spatial
dependence of colonization on proximity to occupied
or mature habitat to represent an open system of interacting disturbed and recovering patches. Within this
standard model structure, we vary spatial and temporal rates of disturbance to predict disturbance scenarios under which a large proportion of the landscape
(e.g. 50%) is dominated by mature benthic communities, and disturbance scenarios under which we predict
functional extinction, i.e. <10% of the landscape is
dominated by mature benthic communities. We then
modify this standard model to incorporate spatial
restrictions in colonization to represent a system of
patches with differing connectivities, repeating all dis-
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turbance combinations for twelve colonization scenarios that vary in the size of the surrounding neighborhood that serves as a colonist source for each cell.
Finally, we test the sensitivity of model results to different realizations of the successional recovery process,
and the neighborhood and age-dependent rules for
source populations that govern colonization of disturbed
cells.
Biogenic reef community. We developed a general
model of community dynamics based on observed
recovery rates for a well-studied biogenic reef community, a New Zealand shallow (depth <100 m) bryozoan
reef community (Cranfield et al. 1999, 2003, 2004)
(Table 1). Similar community dynamics and recovery
rates occur for other biogenic reef communities, e.g.
Chesapeake Bay oyster reefs (Rothschild et al. 1994,
Lenihan 1999). The mature stage is defined by biogenic habitat attributes, and time to recovery from disturbance of this biogenic reef was estimated at 15 yr, at
least in terms of the growth to reproductive stage of the
habitat dominant species. Field observations show disturbed patches to typically progress through a series of
successional stages of increasing habitat structure
(Pearson & Rosenberg 1978, Rhoads et al. 1978, Cranfield et al. 2004, Zajac 2008) (Table 1, Fig. 1). In the system we are modelling (dominated by epifaunal habitat
architects), initial colonization is by opportunistic
infaunal taxa such as small polychaetes or amphipods.
This pioneer stage is followed by colonization of hard
substrate forming species such as juveniles of large
suspension feeding bivalves. Once these hard substrate fauna have matured, colonization onto hard subTable 1. Recovery dynamics of biogenic reef communities in
a conceptual model of community stages. Age: age of cell in
model
Age (yr)
Pioneer
1

Examples

Small polychaetes and amphipods

Juvenile hard substrate
2–5
Colonization by hard-substrate forming species:
large suspension feeding bivalves, juvenile
burrowing crustaceans, juvenile sponges, large
crustaceans
Mature hard substrate
6–14
Mature stage of adult bivalves and encrusting
fauna (sponges, hydroids, tunicates), large
burrowing species and other species affiliated
with habitat structure, deep burrows, and
bioturbation. Colonization onto hard substrate
by juveniles of dominant mature biogenic reef
fauna: erect bryozoans and sponges
Mature biogenic reef
15+
Mature bryozoans forming complex biogenic
reef

strate and then growth of dominant biogenic reef
fauna occurs; without presence of these hard substrates, biogenic reef fauna do not colonize the surrounding soft sediments (Table 1).
While we conceptually define the recovery trajectory
as representative of different successional stages that
increase sequentially with time, in effect the model recovery trajectory includes only a time to recovery of a
mature biogenic community. Our designation of different successional stages is implicit, but not an essential
part of the model structure. We recognize that ecological interactions (e.g. priority effects, inter- and intraspecific competition, facilitation) can influence the trajectory of communities over time, both in terms of the
temporal scale of recovery and the endpoint community
that is attained (Farrell 1991, Tanner et al. 1996, Dudgeon & Petraitis 2001, Menge et al. 2005). Later, we test
sensitivity of model predictions to different realizations
of the recovery trajectory (see ‘Methods — Model sensitivity’), though still assuming the same endpoint
biogenic community, allowing us to generalize across
some potential ecological interactions that can change
the temporal scale and magnitude of recovery.
Standard model structure. The model consists of a
100 × 100 cell grid, with each of the 10 000 cells representing a habitat patch at a certain age. Conceptually,
each cell represents a large enough area to sustain a
biogenic reef community, and be reproductively successful such that the cell can serve as a colonist source
to other cells. While the model is scale invariant, we
conceptualize each grid cell to represent an area of
~100 × 100 m, a realistic patch size for this biogenic
reef community that historically has occupied 100s of
km2 (Cranfield et al. 2003). While dispersal distances
for species in this biogenic reef community have not
been explicitly quantified, differences in recovery
rates of disturbed patches separated from source reefs
by distances of < 5 km suggest that dispersal in the
range of 1 to 20 cells (100 m to 2 km) is a likely estimate
for many of the dominant biogenic species (Cranfield
et al. 2003, 2004).
The model was initialized with all cells representing
a mature state. After a disturbance occurred, a disturbed cell was redesigated cell age 1, representing
a pioneer community of immediate post-disturbance
state. Disturbances and corresponding source areas for
colonization were simulated assuming periodic boundary conditions (e.g. a torus). The age of each undisturbed cell was sequentially increased after each time
step (corresponding to years). In the standard model,
recently disturbed pioneer cells (age 1) increased sequentially in age with no spatial restrictions on colonization. We simulated the proportion of patches at
each age in the landscape over 300 time steps, which
was sufficient time to eliminate transient dynamics due
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to the initialization of the cells. We use the mean proportion of patches at each age in the final 50 time steps
(t = 250 to 300) to compare between simulations.
Disturbance. Disturbances were randomized across
the landscape in continuous square blocks of sizes
representing different percentages of the landscape
disturbed and at time steps corresponding to the frequency of disturbance. Disturbance rates ranged in
spatial scale from 0 to 100% of the landscape disturbed
in each time step, and in temporal scale from 0 to 20 individual disturbance events per year. Disturbance frequencies <1 were accumulated over consecutive time
steps (e.g. a frequency of 0.1 equates to 1 disturbance
event once in 10 yr). Disturbances were created at random locations using a random number generator, and
all cells were equally likely to be disturbed regardless
of disturbance history. Simulations using different values of the seed for the random generator showed variation of <1% in mean proportion of mature cells after
300 time steps; thus results using only 1 seed are presented here. Disturbed cells were reduced to pioneer
stage 1, representing homogenization of habitat within
the entire cell, such that no mature individuals remain
to supply colonists to disturbed cells. While different
types of disturbance (natural and anthropogenic) occur
in most ecological systems, for simplicity we assume
that only 1 type of disturbance is operating at the scale
of the model, rather than disturbances with different
frequencies and spatial extents operating concurrently.
Patch colonization. To examine how restricted colonization processes interact with the level of landscape
fragmentation created by each of the disturbance scenarios, we added spatial restrictions on colonization to
the standard model structure, limiting colonization of
disturbed cells to those within a minimum distance to a
colonist source. Colonization of a previously disturbed
cell (age 1) occurred if there was at least 1 cell within
the cell’s neighborhood equal to or greater than the
required source age. The neighborhood of each cell
was defined by all surrounding cells within a particular
dispersal distance (dd, number of cells from center).
Dispersal distances thus corresponded to square
neighborhoods centered on each cell of side length
(2dd + 1) and neighborhood area of [(2dd + 1)2 – 1]. The
source age was defined as age 6, representing the
presence of mature hard structure-forming species
that could serve as source populations for the initial
colonization of disturbed cells. We simulated 12 dispersal distances (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20), with corresponding neighborhoods covering 0.08, 0.24, 0.48,
0.80, 1.20, 1.68, 2.24, 2.88, 3.60, 4.40, 9.60, and 16.80%
of the total landscape, respectively. We repeated the
full set of disturbance combinations (spatial scale: 0 to
100%, temporal scale: 0 to 20 events per year) for each
dispersal distance. We examined spatially dependent
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colonization of only pioneer (i.e. recently disturbed)
cells, though similar restrictions with aging of ‘older’
patches dependent on proximity to source patches
showed qualitatively similar results as the scale of dispersal was varied (C. Lundquist unpubl. data).
Model sensitivity. Actual recovery trajectories and colonization dynamics with respect to the size and agestructure of colonist source populations are rarely quantified for marine benthic communities (though see Kaiser
et al. 2006 for a review of community recovery rates after
the cessation of fishing, and Ellis et al. 2008 for estimates
of recovery rates for some benthic phyla). As these recovery rates have not been quantified for the biogenic
reef community that we model here, we examine sensitivity of the model to different functional representations
of the recovery trajectory and of the influence of patch
neighborhood on colonization success. For example, it is
unlikely that patch successional processes proceed linearly from one stage to the next (Johnson & Miyanishi
2008); rather we expect that inter- and intraspecific interactions result in nonlinearities in the recovery of patches,
as well as the potential for multiple endpoint communities (Farrell 1991, Dudgeon & Petraitis 2001, Zajac 2001,
Menge et al. 2005, Caplat & Anand 2009). Similarly, we
compared different realizations of dispersal and colonization processes that regulate the local abundance of
colonists, e.g. whether recovery and/or colonization is
dependent on the presence of a single neighbor or the
successional status of the entire local neighborhood.
To analyze the sensitivity of landscape dynamics to
the recovery trajectory, we varied the mathematical
representation of recovery over time, and the relative
dependence of recovery on neighborhood composition. Four recovery functions were used: (1) neighborhood-independent sequential function (the standard
model structure); (2) neighborhood-dependent step
function; (3) neighborhood-dependent linear increase;
(4) neighborhood-dependent logistic increase (Fig. 2).
In the neighborhood-independent recovery, cells were
aged sequentially by 1 at each time step. For neighborhood-dependent cases, recovery functions were based
on the proportion of occupied cells (cells of age >1) in
each cell’s neighborhood, based on the dispersal distance modeled in each simulation. We chose sensitivities in recovery based on variability of 50% of the standard (Type 1) sequential recovery rate. For the step
function, cells increased in age by 0.5 (50% less than
baseline) if the percent occupied was < 20%; 1 if percent occupied was 20 to 50%; and 1.5 (50% higher
than baseline) if percent occupied was > 50%. The linear function had a minimum value of 0.5 with 0% occupancy and a high value of 1.5 with 100% occupancy
within each cell’s neighborhood. The logistic recovery
curve used a sigmoid function fit to the same minimum
and maximum values as the linear function.
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Fig. 2. Functional forms of recovery trajectory used in sensitivity analysis

To analyze the influence of different model realizations of the colonization neighborhood on modeled
landscape dynamics, we compared 3 mathematical
representations of cell colonization: (1) maximum cell
age within neighborhood (the standard colonization
option, described previously); (2) percentage of neighborhood occupied; and (3) percentage of neighborhood in mature state. For the first, colonization of a previously disturbed cell (age 1) occurred during that time
step if a cell was within a minimum proximity to a
colonist source, i.e. there was at least 1 cell within the
cell’s neighborhood equal to or greater than the
required source age, with the standard colonization
option being source age = 6. Within this first sensitivity
analysis, we also varied the minimum source age to
further investigate the dependence of model results on
the presence of neighboring mature biogenic or hardstructured habitat. We analyzed 2 additional colonist
source ages, representing colonist age of a mature biogenic reef (source age = 15), and of all non-disturbed
cells being able to contribute to the colonist source
pool (source age = 2). For the second colonization
scenario, colonization of a previously disturbed cell
occurred during that time step if at least 20% of the
neighborhood was occupied (age > 1). For the third
colonization scenario, colonization occurred if at least
20% of the neighborhood was in a mature community
state (age 15 or greater). For the second and third colonization scenarios, the 20% metric was chosen based
on representation of both an ecologically relevant
amount of mature biogenic reef habitat, and not being
overly restrictive in requirements of mature habitat
(e.g. many combinations of disturbance rate did not
result in > 50% mature habitat remaining).

Our model results showed one of 2 patterns in community dynamics for each individual simulation. Simulations either reached a relatively steady proportion of
cells in each successional stage, or simulations reduced
to a homogeneous 100% pioneer stage over the course
of the simulation. Ecologically, we interpret dominance
by the pioneer stage as the degradation of the benthic
community mosaic into a landscape lacking the heterogeneity generated by long-lived, biogenic habitatforming species.
For simulations that result in the first pattern of a
stable stage distribution (and that did not result in
extinction of the mature habitat-forming communities),
the combinations of spatial and temporal frequencies
of disturbance were surprisingly restricted, even for
simulations with no spatial restrictions on colonization. Contour plots of combinations of spatial and
temporal rates of disturbance that resulted in 50 and
10% mature habitat illustrate further reductions in
the domain of suitable disturbance regimes when comparing the standard model results to scenarios with
restricted colonization, and as the size of the colonist neighborhood (dispersal distance) was decreased
(Fig. 3).
To examine changes in thresholds of persistence of
mature habitat, we plotted changes in mature and occupied habitats for constant disturbance frequencies of
1 disturbance event per year, while varying the spatial
extent of disturbance (Fig. 4). We define persistence
thresholds as combinations of the spatial extent and frequency of disturbance where the percentage of mature
(or occupied) habitat becomes zero. Simulations with
local dispersal (dd = 1) show persistence thresholds at
<10% of the landscape disturbed per year. As colonist
source neighborhoods increase to include regional
neighbors, no decrease from maximum possible occupied habitat is shown until disturbance rates of > 20%
per year, with thresholds of persistence of occupied
habitat increasing to ~35% with the largest dispersal
distance simulated (dd = 20) (Fig. 4). In comparison to
the unrestricted dispersal scenarios, the percent mature
curve is nearly identical to the ‘dd = 20’ scenario, while
percent occupied for the unrestricted dispersal scenarios is represented by the 45° line, i.e. the 45° line represents (1 – the total disturbance rate) per time step. Thus,
even regional dispersal simulations that assume minimal spatial restrictions on dispersal demonstrate significant declines from the maximum possible occupied
and mature habitat.
To examine thresholds in persistence, functional
extinction and dominance, we compared simulations
that varied colonist neighborhoods (Fig. 5). As results
for unrestricted simulations were visually similar to the
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‘dd = 20’ scenarios at the resolution presented here, we
present only the ‘dd = 20’ scenario. Relative changes in
the percentage of occupied habitat were larger than
those changes in the percentage of mature habitat as
the size of the colonist neighborhood was increased for
most disturbance combinations (Fig. 5). These results
illustrate combinations of spatial and temporal rates of
disturbance at which mature biogenic habitat are
unlikely to persist, even with unrestricted dispersal.
The range of ‘successful’ combinations of spatial and
temporal disturbance frequency (i.e. resulting in nonzero cover of mature or occupied habitat) increased as
colonist neighborhood increased (Fig. 5).
Sensitivity analyses demonstrate the importance
of connectivity in interpreting disturbance/recovery
processes, with simulations that modelled restricted
dispersal being more sensitive to differences between mathematical representations of intrinsic patch
dynamics (Fig. 6). Model results showed minimal

sensitivity to functional form of the recovery (successional) trajectory, with <10% variability in the percent of mature habitat between the 4 functional
forms simulated, illustrated for 3 colonist neighborhoods (Fig. 6a). In all cases, the step function
showed a slightly larger percentage of mature habitat (Fig. 6a). Sensitivity to source age was more
apparent in simulations with localized dispersal than
in less restricted dispersal simulations (Fig. 6b). Simulations with restricted dispersal showed largest
decreases in mature habitat when source colonists
were restricted to mature habitat (source age 15),
and less severe decreases when source colonists
were restricted to hard structure habitat (source
age 6, the standard case), relative to simulations
where colonist sources included all undisturbed cells
(source age 2) (Fig. 6b). Finally, sensitivity to colonization rule was minimal for less restricted dispersal
scenarios, but showed large decreases in percent

Fig. 3. Contour plots of 50 and 10% of the landscape maintained
in mature habitat across the range of spatial and temporal scales
of disturbance. Results are based on the standard model options
for recovery (sequential) and colonization (max. age of cells
within neighbor, source age = 6 yr). Contours are shown for dispersal distances (dd) = 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 cells, and for the standard model with unrestricted colonization. Note the overlap
of contours for dd = 20 and the unrestricted dispersal scenarios

Fig. 4. Comparison of (a) % mature and (b) % occupied habitat for simulations with constant frequency of 1 disturbance
yr–1, and varying spatial extent of disturbance, for 3 sizes of
colonist neighborhood (1, 5, and 20 cell dispersal distances).
Thick line symbolizes max. possible % of occupied or mature
cells for each disturbance rate (e.g. max. occupied habitat for
simulations with a disturbance rate of 20% of the landscape
yr–1 is 80%). Results are based on standard model options
for recovery (sequential) and colonization (max. age of cells
within neighborhood, source age = 6 yr)
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Fig. 5. Contour plots of the percentages of occupied (a,b,c)
and mature biogenic habitat remaining (d,e,f) for different
combinations of temporal frequency and spatial extent of disturbance, illustrated for dispersal distance = 1 (a,d); dispersal
distance = 5 (b,e); and dispersal distance = 10 cells (c,f). Results are based on the standard model options for recovery
(sequential) and colonization (max. age of cells within neighbour, source age = 6 yr). Red shading indicates persistence of
occupied (or mature) habitat under that disturbance combination, while blue shading indicates that occupied (or mature)
habitat is unlikely to persist under that disturbance combination

mature for localized dispersal scenarios for colonization rules where colonization was dependent on
presence of at least 20% mature habitat (Fig. 6c).
Simulations with 20% occupied rules and maximum
age rules showed similar results.

DISCUSSION
The resilience of communities dominated by large,
long-lived species is threatened by increasing disturbance rates (Scheffer et al. 2001, Thrush & Dayton
2002, Bremner et al. 2005, Thrush et al. 2006).
Disturbance fragments the landscape, reducing both
the proportion and proximity of mature habitat that
provides colonists (With & King 1999). Feedbacks between disturbance regimes and dispersal and coloniza-

Fig. 6. Sensitivity to model parameters, illustrated for % mature habitat for colonist neighborhoods of dispersal distances
of 1, 5, and 10 cells. (a) Functional form of recovery (standard
option — sequential; step; linear; logarithmic); (b) source age
for colonization based on max. neighbor age (standard option — source age = 6; source age = 2; source age = 15 yr); and
(c) colonization rule (standard option — max. neighbor age
with source age = 6 yr; > 20% occupied; > 20% mature). All
simulations illustrated using disturbance rate of 5 disturbances
each of 1% of total landscape yr–1

tion processes underlie changes to resilience (Pascual &
Guichard 2005, Thrush et al. 2009). Here, we highlight
a feedback mechanism between landscape connectivity and fragmentation by disturbance that further reduced the cover of mature biogenic habitat. This result
is in part due to the contribution of time-dependent colonization processes on community recovery such that
disturbance rates are too high for patches to recover to
the minimum age and thus serve as a colonist source
(Ellner & Fussmann 2003). Here, our model illustrates
a persistence threshold, dependent on the particular
connectivity matrix that declines faster than would be
predicted from the disturbance rate alone.
As mature stages of many marine biogenic communities exhibit restricted dispersal (Osman & Whitlatch
1998, Kinlan & Gaines 2003), our results indicate that
thresholds in community persistence will be exceeded
at lower disturbance rates for these biogenic-structured
communities. As colonist source neighborhoods were
decreased in the model scenarios to represent more
restricted dispersal indicative of these biogenic communities, the domain of disturbance rate resulting in
functional extinction of biogenic structured habitat
increased. Other landscape models have demonstrated
interactions between dispersal and patch dynamics,
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such that the total abundance of habitat or spatial configuration often determines habitat thresholds below
which dispersal behavior has a strong influence on
community dynamics (With & Crist 1995, Wiens et al.
1997, With et al. 1997, Flather & Bevers 2002, Johst et
al. 2002, With & King 2004). Similarly, metapopulation
and metacommunity models emphasize the need to
consider both the relative influence of regional versus
local processes and intrinsic patch dynamics to predict
extinction risk (Loreau & Mouquet 1999, Loreau et al.
2003, Cardinale et al. 2004, Kallimanis et al. 2005,
Laird & Schamp 2008). Field experiments highlight a
variety of processes influencing recovery that often
involve interactions between dispersal and intrinsic
process in a scale-dependent fashion, for example,
edge effects (terHorst & Dudgeon 2009); habitat stability (Thrush et al. 1996); and the response of opportunistic species (Norkko et al. 2006). As dispersal behavior,
the scale of dispersal, and the relative contribution of
local versus regional colonist sources are often poorly
known, understanding that large, long-lived communities will be more strongly affected by increasing
rates of disturbance improves our ability to predict
resilience of communities under increasing rates of
anthropogenic disturbance (Thrush et al. 2006, 2009).
Our results support numerous theoretical and empirical demonstrations of the importance of habitat structure for ecosystem function of marine benthic communities (Turner et al. 1999, Thrush et al. 2001, Diaz et
al. 2003). Relevant processes dependent on structural
attributes include age-dependence to arrive at mature
biogenic structured communities and a dependence on
the existence of mature structured communities for
colonization to occur (Scheffer et al. 2001, Ellner &
Fussmann 2003). Unfortunately, the importance of
habitat structure and associated successional processes
required for biogenic habitats to be created are often
ignored in theoretical models of metapopulations and
metacommunities (Wilcox et al. 2006).
Our model simulations encompassed many realistic
rates of natural and anthropogenic disturbance, so the
large range of solutions that represented functional
extinction of biogenic reef communities was unexpected. High intensity disturbances are likely to be
unsustainable for complex, biogenic-structured communities dominated by long-lived and poor dispersing
species. The potential for historical anthropogenic
disturbance rates to have tripped thresholds for persistence of these biogenic communities is likely to contribute to the problem of demonstrating differences
between control and fished areas in some locations
subject to trawling (Dayton et al. 1995, Daan et al.
2005, de Juan et al. 2007). In addition, our model
demonstrates inequalities in the influence of spatial
and temporal disturbance on landscape dynamics,
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such that results differed between simulations with the
same total annual disturbance rate, but different spatial and temporal combinations of disturbance (i.e.
10% disturbed once per year versus 1% disturbed 10
times per year). These results imply that the rate of
disturbance has a much more complex interaction with
successional processes via habitat connectivity, and
the configuration and fragmentation of the landscape
resulting from the particular disturbance regime.
Our model incorporated many simplifying assumptions that in most cases make our results a conservative
estimate of the impacts of disturbance on marine landscapes. For example, we assumed no spatial correlation in disturbance, though most marine disturbances
are spatially correlated, e.g. trawling disturbance with
aggregated distribution of trawl effort (Friedlander et
al. 1999). Sedimentation events from terrestrial runoff
also have a higher probability of impacting certain
areas in estuaries and coastal zones, although impacts
change considerably depending on wind and tidal conditions (Thrush et al. 2004). Similarly, fishing disturbances may exacerbate other processes (such as landbased increases in sedimentation or eutrophication)
that otherwise decrease resilience to disturbance
(Lenihan 1999, Crain et al. 2008). Natural disturbance
rates are also expected to vary in size, with an ‘1/f
noise’ nature such that most disturbances are small
and few are large (Pascual & Levin 1999, Denny et al.
2004, Fisher et al. 2008), rather than the constant
size/frequency of disturbance modelled in each simulation here. We speculate that impacts of correlated
disturbances would depend strongly on connectivity
within the landscape, and the relative proportion and
configuration of the landscape that is left undisturbed
(Kallimanis et al. 2005). In contrast, we predict that
including concurrent disturbance impacts of different
temporal and spatial scales (including that of multiple
stressors) would have additive or multiplicative results
on model predictions as the disturbance regime is
increased (Crain et al. 2008). Finally, we simulated
only ‘square’ disturbances; we predict that varying the
shape of disturbances via configurations with larger
perimeter to area ratios could interact with disturbance frequency to increase or decrease landscape
fragmentation, depending on the size of the disturbance relative to the total area of the landscape, and
thus modify the range of feasible disturbance regimes (Liddel 2001, Fonseca et al. 2004, Langmead &
Sheppard 2004).
Other assumptions are likely to have more variable
effects. For example, we assumed that disturbances
resulted in complete clearing of a cell such that no
macro-organisms remain to facilitate colonization by
pioneers. Organisms that escape the disturbance impact, e.g. juveniles that are left intact, or adults that are
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damaged but regenerate, could dampen threshold
effects. Experimental manipulations in benthic systems
have shown the importance of historical community
presence in determining colonization after disturbance
(Tanner et al. 1996, Dudgeon & Petraitis 2001). We also
assumed that there were no differences in dispersal
rate between successional community stages, though it
is likely that mature structural species will have lower
dispersal rates than highly mobile pioneer species
(Osman & Whitlatch 1998, Grantham et al. 2003,
Kinlan & Gaines 2003). We also did not consider variations in suitability of each patch for colonization,
although a number of processes will affect successful
settlement, e.g. hydrodynamic forces, habitat selection, and settling behavior (Butman 1987). This may
explain the small amount of change in community
dynamics we observed after increasing the colonist
source pool from ~17% of the total landscape (corresponding to a radius of 20 cells out from a disturbed
cell) to a global colonist neighborhood consisting of
the entire landscape.
In general, our results show the importance of the
degree of neighborhood connectivity in defining a
community’s ability to persist in the face of disturbance. These results can easily be extrapolated to a
spatial management context for other biogenic-structured communities with similar times to recovery to
determine relevant rates of disturbances that result in
functional extinction (or alternatively, which rates
result in a minimum proportion of mature community
persisting across a landscape). Vice versa, we could
utilize the observed proportion of various successional
stages at a location to determine the likely disturbance
rate or dispersal kernels. It is important to understand
the response of sensitive biogenic habitats to disturbance-mediated changes in the connectivity of habitat
patches, and the dependence of these habitats on
proximity to colonist sources for resilience to and recovery from disturbance. Anthropogenic impacts are
continually increasing, including impacts of climate
change on coastal habitats (Harley et al. 2006), though
the expected change in disturbance rates due to
climate change is unknown. Our approach, linking
connectivity and disturbance rates, can further aid in
determining patterns of biodiversity, production, ecosystem function, and resilience across ecological
scales (Leibold et al. 2004, Karlson 2006, Thrush et al.
2009).
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